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Abstract

Purpose – In recent years, readers have limited amounts of time to pick the right books to read from a
market that is filled with similar types of books. Aiming to read only good books, readers tend to check
book reviews written by others. However, it is very difficult to find good book reviews. The aim of this
paper is to present a book review recommendation system that collects reviews from heterogeneous
sources on the Internet and performs quality judgments automatically. Users can then read the
top-ranked reviews suggested by this recommendation system.
Design/methodology/approach – In this paper, a book review recommendation system is
constructed to collect, process, and judge the quality of book reviews from various heterogeneous
sources. The quality measurement of book reviews uses review-evaluation techniques. The prediction
results were validated with a ranking list produced by experts.
Findings – The proposed system is effective and suitable for recommending quality book reviews
from heterogeneous sources. The proposed quality measurement method is more effective than other
more commonly used methods.
Originality/value – This paper is one of the first to apply review evaluation techniques to the
process of book review recommendation. The proposed system can collect and recognize book reviews
from different websites with various forms of presentation. This evaluation shows that the quality
measurement method produces better results than do other methods, such as ranking by rating score
or by the date that the review was posted. Those methods are primarily used by commercial websites.

Keywords Book review recommendation, Heterogeneous data integration,
Book review quality measurement, Readers, Books

Paper type Research paper

1. Introduction
In recent years, the market has been filled with very similar types of books, but readers
have limited time to pick a good book to read. It is important for readers not to feel
regret after purchasing a book. Because readers look to read only good books, they tend
to check book reviews written by others. The world wide web has become thoroughly
integrated into the life of modern people, and after the expansion of Web 2.0, a
conceptual technology of communication and sharing, diversified book reviews have
appeared across the internet. However, these book reviews are usually scattered
around the internet and it is very difficult to acquire them in one system; moreover, it is
difficult to integrate and present high-quality book reviews to users all at once. For
example, when searching for book reviews of a certain book, the search results might
be scattered among personal blogs and online bookstores. Reviews might even be
found in forums or bullet board systems. Therefore, if the user wants to read all the
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book reviews for a certain book, the only way of getting data from heterogeneous web
sites is by keyword searches; moreover, each web site would have to be accessed
individually to determine whether the book review contained therein makes sense to
the user. However, this method of using search engines is very time consuming and
laborious.

Moreover, keyword searches will usually result in some irrelevant links because the
search engine lacks semantic relationship analysis or accurate conditional search
capabilities. Errors could easily be introduced if the judgment of the data was done
merely through keywords. Even in similar web sites, the display format of data could
be totally different. For example, the total number of pages of a book and the ages for
which it is appropriate might not appear in all of the web sites of online bookstores.
In this study, book reviews from diverse sources, for example, from a bookstore web
site, the bibliophile social media site aNobii, a blog of a famous writer, or even the blog
of an ordinary person, can be collected together. Promoting the book this way can
stimulate an interested reader to progress from browsing to purchasing and reading
the book.

There are a plethora of book reviews available, but their quality is difficult to
guarantee. Readers do not usually have enough time to read all available reviews.
Therefore, in addition to collecting book reviews from heterogeneous sources, we
propose a method to evaluate the quality of each book review automatically. The order
in which the book reviews are displayed depends on their quality to reduce the time
users spend searching for high-quality reviews. The judgment or comparison of
book reviews is required for an effective recommendation system. However, there
is scant research for predicting the book review quality. The current recommendation
mechanism is limited to individual web sites (Agichtein et al., 2008; Denecke and
Nejdl, 2009), without considering the recommendation across heterogeneous web
sites. Although Amazon’s online bookstore possesses many book reviews and book
recommendation functions, it is limited to analyzing on its own internal data (Mizil et al.,
2009). The so-called top list (the most helpful customer reviews mechanism provided on
the site) leads to a “rich get richer” effect (Lu et al., 2010).

In this paper, we propose a novel recommendation system that can automatically
collect heterogeneous book reviews, judge their quality and recommend quality book
reviews to users. We propose a novel data structure to integrate heterogeneous book
profiles and book reviews from different web sites. We also propose a review quality
measurement approach to measure the quality scores of reviews. Several studies
have been done to measure the quality of reviews (Figueiredo et al., 2009; Jurca et al.,
2010; Nguyen et al., 2007; Riggs and Wilensky, 2001), but none applies to book review
quality evaluation. Our proposed book review recommendation system recommends
book reviews according to the ranking of their quality scores. Users can read the
top-ranked reviews suggested by the recommendation system. Finally, we conducted
experiments to evaluate the effectiveness of our proposed system. The experimental
results demonstrate that our review quality measurement approach can achieve
better quality prediction results than other methods, such as ranking by rating score
or the date of review posted. These last methods are used mostly by commercial
web sites.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 provides a brief
overview of related works. In Section 3, we describe our research objective, methods,
system overview and the main modules of the proposed recommendation system. The
details of review quality measurement are presented in Section 4. Section 5 details our
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system implementation and evaluation. Then, in Section 6, we summarize our
conclusions and consider future research directions.

2. Related works
Our proposed work focussed on sharing heterogeneous book reviews, judging their
quality and recommending quality book reviews. Section 2.1 presents related works on
opinion sharing in Web 2.0 applications that provide backgrounds and motivations for
sharing book reviews on the internet. Section 2.2 illustrates related works on judging
the quality of the information content or reviews. Moreover, user reputation is an
important factor for judging the quality of opinions or reviews. Section 2.3 illustrates
the related works on how to derive user reputations. Finally, related works on
recommender systems are presented in Section 2.4.

2.1 Opinion sharing
In Web 2.0 applications, user-generated content is extensive. Users share their
experiences and feelings on the internet about items they have purchased. Consumers
increasingly browse reviews about the products that they want to buy to avoid making
a bad decision. The traditional face-to-face word-of-mouth recommendation has
become an electronic word-of-mouth recommendation in the Web 2.0 environment
(Cheung et al., 2008; Karakaya and Barnes, 2010). Recommendations from a virtual
community such as backpackers’ forum could influence travelers’ decisions (Ku, 2011).
For the manufacturers, understanding consumer opinions about their own or
competitors’ products helps in developing a marketing plan or maintaining customer
relationships (Morinaga et al., 2002). The fact that there are various data sources makes
users spend time collecting information. Decisions made after seeing a few opinions
can very easily result in a bad choice. Integrating multiple information sources is an
important issue for online consumers.

2.2 Information quality judgment
The internet infrastructure supports simple and straightforward information
acquisition, but it is less able to manage content in ways to reveal the value of
information. Some evaluations are needed to judge the quality of the information.
Information quality can be evaluated in several ways. Kim et al. (2007) provides an
optimal answer selection metric, which can be divided into seven categories and
24 indices. Agichtein et al. (2008) uses three features (intrinsic, relation and usage
features) to find high-quality content in social media. Wijnhoven et al. (2011) proposed
to determine file retention policies by identifying casual relations between file
parameters (e.g. frequency of access, file age, last modification time, file type and user
grade) and the use values of files. They use factor analysis to identify important file
retention parameters based on subjective use values of files measured by a sample of
users. However, it is not clear how the identified parameters are used to generate a
predictive use value measure. Poston and Speier (2005) investigated how content
ratings and credibility indicators affect knowledge workers’ content search and
evaluation processes. Three credibility indicators, including “number of raters,” “rater
expertise” and “collaborative filtering (CF),” are examined to determine the effect of
assisting knowledge workers in using content ratings.

Additionally, the quality of reviews has to be evaluated. Feature-based methods
have been used to evaluate review quality; they can be classified into two categories,
textual and non-textual. Textual feature-based approaches are mainly used to
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summarize the content of reviews with a clear and brief review summary. Natural
language processing and text mining techniques are employed in the summarization
process (Morinaga et al., 2002; Turney, 2002; Hu and Liu, 2004; Nguyen et al.,
2007; Ramkumar et al., 2010). Non-textual feature-based approaches evaluate features
such as time factor, review length, user reputation and social context. O’Mahony
and Smyth (2010) classified the features into four categories: user reputation,
social, sentiment and content features. The first three categories are non-textual, and
the last category is textual. Jeon et al. (2006) proposed a framework to predict the
quality of answers for Q&A (question and answer) applications with non-texture
features. They suggested that high-quality answers are usually longer than low-
quality answers although very long and low-quality answers also exist. Jurca et al.
(2010) also found that lengthy comments are generally considered more useful in
online review forums. The time attribute can help to determine the strength of the
influence of a review. Riggs and Wilensky (2001) suggested that reviewers may
be influenced by earlier reviews, so more credit may be given to earlier reviews.
The reputation of the rater (reviewer) is also an important factor for quality
judgment. Raters with high reputation usually provide high-quality reviews (Chen and
Singh, 2001) and experts usually generate high-quality opinions within a specific
domain (Kim et al., 2009). Lu et al. (2010) used social context to predict review quality.
However, there is no social information available between book reviewers from
different book review sources. Additionally, there is no user behavior information in
our collected book review dataset. It is difficult to analyze heterogeneous book reviews
by using textual feature-based approaches since multi-lingual analysis of
review content is required. Moreover, accurately understanding the contents of the
text is very difficult with the current technology. Thus, we focus on non-textual
features in this paper.

The above studies have investigated various methods and metrics to evaluate the
quality of information such as Q&A answers, reviews, files or content for different
applications. But these studies have not addressed the issue of judging the quality of
book reviews. The method of applying these metrics to evaluate the quality of book
reviews needs to be investigated. These evaluation metrics need to be appropriately
adjusted for judging the quality of book reviews.

2.3 User reputation
On community web sites, anyone can give reviews. However, there are high-quality
and low-quality reviews. A high-quality review can be used as reference in
decision making, whereas a low-quality review is not worth reading. In searching
for high-quality reviews, user reputation provides an index. For evaluating review
quality, user reputation can be used as a standard too. Among non-textual features,
the answerer’s acceptance ratio, i.e. the ratio of best answers to all the answers
that the answerer answered previously, is highly correlated with high-quality answers
and could be seen as a measure of user reputation ( Jeon et al., 2006). Although
reputation is not clearly mentioned, user reputation can be derived by analyzing
the reviews of the reviewer (Riggs and Wilensky, 2001). In general, a reviewer
will have higher reputation if his or her ratings are more consistent with those
of most reviewers (Chen and Singh, 2001; Riggs and Wilensky, 2001). Above
researches provide methods for computing user reputation, but these methods
are limited to single community web site. Data from multiple web sites cannot be
integrated.
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2.4 Recommender systems
The recommender system is widely used to provide suitable personalized information
to users according to their needs and preferences (Adomavicius and Tuzhilin, 2005;
Godoy et al., 2010; Kazienko and Adamski, 2007; Liu and Shih, 2005; Sarwar et al.,
2000). There are two widely used filtering methods: CF (Konstan et al., 1997; Schafer
et al., 2007), and content-based filtering (CBF) (Mooney and Roy, 2000; Pazzani and
Billsus, 2007). The CF approach uses historical data related to preferences to find user
neighbors or item neighbors, and makes recommendations based on similar users’
opinions or similar items. CBF approach analyzes the customers’ preferences on the
attribute features of item to build up a personal feature profile, and then predict which
items the customer will like. Most researches on recommender systems have been
focussed on the technical aspects. Besides the technical aspects, a conceptual model
with psychological constructs is proposed to analyze the consumer’s adoption and use
of a web site recommendation system from the perspective of consumer behavior
(Martı́nez-López et al., 2010). In this paper, we focus on the technical aspects of
recommending quality book reviews from heterogeneous sources of book reviews for a
specific book according to the ranking of their quality scores.

3. Book review recommendation system
3.1 Research objective and approach
The main objective of this research is to design an effective book review recommendation
system that can help users find quality book reviews from heterogeneous sources on the
internet. The goal is achieved by ranking book reviews based on the computation of
their quality scores. A novel data integration structure is proposed to integrate
heterogeneous book profiles and book reviews from different web sites into a single
graphic user interface (web page) for convenience. The book profiles and book reviews
from three online bookstores are collected and integrated based on the proposed data
structure. The data structure provides a consistency rule so that data from different
sources can be recognized by correct semantic context. Using the consistency property,
we can apply a semantic query to these data to provide more useful user functions.
Moreover, a novel book review quality measurement approach is proposed herein to
evaluate the quality scores of reviews. According to the ranking of book reviews’
quality scores, the system recommends the top-ranked reviews to the users. Note that
we focus on recommending quality book reviews from heterogeneous sources of
book reviews for a specific book without considering users’ personal interests in the
books. The recommendation of book reviews is conducted according to the ranking
of the measured quality scores of book reviews rather than using personalized
recommendation techniques such as CF or CBF methods.

Existing studies have investigated various textual and non-textual feature-based
methods and metrics to evaluate the quality of information for different applications,
as illustrated in Section 2.2. But these studies have not addressed the issue of judging
the quality of book reviews. These evaluation metrics need to be appropriately
adjusted for judging the quality of book reviews. In addition, Wijnhoven et al. (2011)
proposed the use of factor analysis to identify important file retention features based
on users’ subjective use value of files. However, they did not explain how the identified
features are used to generate a predictive use value measurement. In this work, we
propose to derive the predictive quality score of a book review by a linear combination
of the scores of the book review features with parameters to adjust their respective
weightings. The parameters are systematically adjusted to the values that can result in
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the best match with the human rankings of book reviews for the analytical dataset.
We contribute by adopting appropriate features for judging the quality of a book
review and proposing a novel systematic approach to derive the predictive quality
scores of book reviews.

Section 3.2 gives an overview of our proposed book review recommendation system.
The details of our methods for collecting and integrating book reviews from
heterogeneous web sites are presented in Sections 3.3-3.7. The details of book review
quality measurement approach are presented in Section 4.

3.2 System overview and architecture
Our proposed book review recommendation system is mainly developed to help users
find quality book reviews from heterogeneous sources on the internet. The entire
system uses book profiles to search for relevant book reviews from heterogeneous
sources on the internet, and the output is a ranked list of multi-lingual book reviews
that is sorted by book review quality score. When the user chooses to view a book
review of a certain book, the top-ranked quality book reviews are displayed at the top
of the page to the user.

To achieve this purpose, our proposed system is comprised of four functional
modules which are required to generate the top-ranked quality book reviews from
heterogeneous data sources on the internet, as shown in Figure 1. The book review
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source finder (BRSF) locates relevant web pages of books and reviews from the
internet by search engine. The BRSF module is described in Section 3.3. The book
review collection and conversion (BRCC) process downloads web pages located by the
BRSF module, and then uses pre-defined parsing rules to parse the information needed
from the original web pages. The BRCC module is described in Section 3.4. The
semantic web analysis (SWA) identifies semantic relations between books and book
reviews based on ontology (semantic context), and integrates heterogeneous
book profiles and book reviews by utilizing a heterogeneous data integration
structure. The SWA module identifies the book reviews of a book with heterogeneous
data formats and languages to obtain multi-lingual book reviews. The integration
structure and SWA module are illustrated in Sections 3.5 and 3.6, respectively. The
book review quality computation (BRQC) consists of a set of book review quality
measurement functions; it utilizes information related to book reviews to derive the
book review quality score. The BRQC module is described in Section 3.7. The more
detailed descriptions of quality judgment are presented in Section 4. Finally, the book
review quality scores are used for ranking the collected book reviews. All of the
book reviews of the same book are ranked according to their quality score to be
displayed to the user.

3.3 BRSF
Book reviews are scattered across the internet, so the system must search for them.
The BRSF component, as shown in Figure 2, uses search engines, such as Google or
Yahoo!, to find the URLs of book reviews by searching for strings of book information
(e.g. book name, author, etc.). When the search engine returns raw results, judgments
must be made about the relevant book information. Searches might return irrelevant
web pages, for instance, the reviews of movies with scripts adopted from the book in
question. The system finds relevant book information by using the content values of
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Web page
summary
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URLs
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Book
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Figure 2.

Book review source finder
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book attributes (e.g. book name, author) to compute the similarity in the relevance
judgments. The URLs that are not relevant will be dropped; the relevant URLs are
stored as the source data in the database.

3.4 BRCC process
We have located the information in the previous step. The reviews that were found
must be downloaded from the internet. Because they are presented as web pages, the
text of the review is mixed with HTML tags, advertisements and noisy text. The
conversion process parses and fetches the desired information from the raw web page
files. The core of the BRCC procedure is the item manager, which includes two major
modules, the crawler and the parser, which are shown in Figure 3. The operation of the
item manager includes three steps.

The first step judges the data source and generates a corresponding instance of the
item manager. For example, if the input data source is a book, then a book item manager
will be generated; if the input data source is a book review, then an instance of the book
review manager will be generated. We use object-oriented programming to develop the
item manager. The item manager is an abstract class; book/book review item manager is
its derived class. Next, the crawler will follow the designated data sources to download
the data and store them in the system to wait for the next processing step. In the last
step, the parser will perform information parsing on the file obtained during the previous
step. Each data source will have a corresponding information-parsing rule, and the
parser will parse the file according to the rules applicable to the data type being
processed. The parsing result is the related information of that object, for example, the
reviewer, book rating, posted date and content of book review are parsed from the book
review information, an example of which is shown in Figure 4.
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3.5 Heterogeneous data integration
Book information and book reviews are collected from different data sources, for
example, commercial bookstore web sites and personal blogs. Many of these sites have
different formats for storing data. There are two primary problems encountered
because of these differences. First, no two sources represent a book in exactly the same
way. Thus, one web site might describe a book using five attributes, while another uses
seven. The second problem is that even if two stores use the same attributes, the same
book might have different values for the same attribute. A book written in English will
be translated into a Chinese version, which appears on the Chinese bookstore web site.
The same book has both English and Chinese titles and therefore different values
for the title attribute, but, in fact, the two values have same semantic meanings.
A mechanism is needed to store various attributes belonging to the same book.
To solve the previously mentioned data integration issue, we propose a data storage
structure as shown in Figure 5.

The data storage structure is comprised of a metadata part and a data part. The
metadata part defines how to describe an item, that is, what attributes an item has.
The data part stores the attribute values of an item. The metadata part solves the first
problem, while the data part handles the second problem. The metadata part is
twofold: class metadata and field metadata. The class metadata represents what type
of thing the object is, for example, whether it is a book or book review. The field
metadata represents the attributes owned by the object type it belongs to. For example,
a book object includes the book title, author and publishing date; a book review object
contains the author, posted date, location, review (content) and book rating. All the
attributes of a book or book review, even if taken from multiple sources, are defined
using this structure. When the system finds a new book attribute later, it is simply
added to the field metadata. This addition will not affect existing data. The metadata
part has the advantage of being able to integrate data from heterogeneous sources. By
increasing the amount of class metadata information, more types of information can be
provided by the system, so it would not be limited only to book reviews.
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The data part is split into three types: item data, source data and parsed data.
The item data variable represents the object instance of a certain type, such as a book
named The Girl with the Dragon Tattoo. The source data variable stores the address of
the source of the data on the internet, which might be a web address such as the URL
of a commercial bookstore web site. The parsed data variable stores the result of
parsing the source data. At the right side of Figure 5, the two light blue squares
represent two data sources for the book The Girl with the Dragon Tattoo, Amazon.com
and Books.com.tw, respectively. The parsed data include the following fields: the book
author, “Stieq Larsson,” the publisher data, “Vintage,” the ISBN, “9780307454546.” So,
if a book has various translated versions, they are stored as different source datum. It is
possible to know what the book is, where the book data comes from, and what
information the book has from the data part.

3.6 SWA
The most commonly used file format on the internet is HTML. However, HTML is
mainly designed for humans to read and write. The computer cannot grasp the
meaning information written in HTML format. To let computers recognize the
meaning of data on the internet, it is necessary to mark up the data with metadata.
This method is called the “semantic web.” After enabling computers to comprehend
content on the internet, some supervised tasks can be completed automatically by
computers. One example is the integration of heterogeneous databases. Much of the
data on the web have semantic relations. After the construction of the semantic web,
computers will be able to judge the data more clearly by drawing inferences from the
inference engine.

The data in our proposed system are collected from various web sites on the
internet. Because of these variegated sources, it is necessary for our system to solve the
synonym judgment problem (Figure 6) and establish the semantic relations between
books and book reviews (Figure 7). These problems can be overcome using SWA.
In Figure 6, different attribute names have the same meaning. We can use these
synonyms to perform more complete retrievals of book information after building the
synonym relationships. The relationships are represented in the semantic web. Some
research projects use the WordNet to complete this work. However, it is possible to
supervise the building of the synonym relationships in our system because the number
of book attributes is low. We note that a word may have more than one meaning in
different domains and may result in the problem of homonyms. In our research, the
heterogeneous book data is collected for each target book, and the words contained in
the book data are most likely in the same domain. Accordingly, our current system
does not consider the problem of homonyms. Nevertheless, handling the problem of
homonyms is important to improve our system, and is proposed as a future work.

The semantic relationships are established when a web page that contains a book
review is crawled, data about the book, its author, content and book rating score is

Book name Book title Summary Abstract

Author Writer Comment Review

Synonyms

Figure 6.
Synonyms
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discovered. The relations among the item data, source data and parsed data imply the
“has-a” relationships. After the semantic web is constructed, we can use a database
query system to retrieve the data that the user needs. Our system is based on the
assumption that someone seeking book reviews wants to read or evaluate the book for
purchasing. The system finds all book reviews of the book in the database. It returns a
book review list that contains the book reviews of the target book from various sources,
even if the reviews are in different languages. For example, book review A and book
review B might come from different sources, as shown in Figure 7. Because of the
connection made by the “has-a” relationship, we can understand that the two reviews
are discussing the same book. Another example is the book Harry Potter in English is
equivalent to the book “ ” in Chinese.

3.7 Quality computation (QC) and recommendation
To ensure the quality of the book reviews, they will be scored by several measures. The
QC module is composed of a set of book review quality measurement equations. This
module is such that it can be self-made. The book review quality measurement
equation can be adjusted according to different needs. In this study, the book review
quality is derived from three book review attributes and the book reviewer’s
reputation. The detailed method for deriving this content is illustrated in Section 4.

After the quality computation module has processed all of the related information, a
book review score is obtained; the system then ranks the book reviews according to
their scores. The book review with the highest score is displayed at the top, while the
book review with the worst score is displayed at the bottom. This arrangement makes
it easy for the user to start reading from the best book review until he or she has
obtained sufficient information about whether to purchase or read the book.

4. Review quality measurement
Various textual and non-textual feature-based methods and metrics have been
proposed to evaluate the quality of information for different applications, as illustrated
in Section 2.2. It is difficult to analyze heterogeneous book reviews by using textual
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Content

Rating

Book review B
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Title

Content
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feature-based approaches, since multi-lingual analysis of review content is required.
Thus, we focus on non-textual features in this paper. There is no social context and
user behavior information available in the collected book review dataset. Accordingly,
we adopt four non-textual features of book review: book review length, time factor,
book rating and reviewers’ reputation, to measure the book review quality. The length
attribute is easy to determine because there is no need for complicated analysis or
computation (Jeon et al., 2006). The review length represents the enrichment of the
reviews, and generally longer reviews are more helpful for users ( Jurca et al., 2010).
The time attribute represents the originality of the reviews, and can help to determine
the strength of the influence of a book review. Earlier reviews are more influential than
later reviews since a more recent review has the most antecedent reviews available for
consultation (Riggs and Wilensky, 2001). Book rating is used to indicate the “book
rating score,” which is provided by book reviewers after reading the book. They can
use 1-5 to judge how good is the book. For a specific book, when a reviewer’s book
rating comes closer to the average rating value of the book, the book review of that
reviewer would generally be more reliable. Rating consistency is the closeness between
the book rating given by the book reviewer for a specific book and the average
value for all the reviews of that book; the higher the values of rating consistency, the
higher the quality of the book reviews. Moreover, reviewers with high reputation
usually provide high-quality reviews (Chen and Singh, 2001). The higher the reputation
of a reviewer, the higher the quality of the book review written by that reviewer.
In general, a rater will have higher reputation if his or her ratings are more consistent
with those of most raters (Chen and Singh, 2001; Riggs and Wilensky, 2001). We adopt
a similar idea to derive the reputations of reviewers. These attributes will be described
in detail later.

The quality score of a book review is derived by a linear combination of the scores
of the four book review features with parameters to adjust their respective weightings.
In general, an earlier and longer book review with higher book rating consistency and
user reputation will imply a higher quality score. The four book review features may
have different importance (weightings) in deriving the quality score. The parameters of
the book review quality score formula are adjusted to the values that result in the best
match with the human rankings for the analytical data.

We scale all four attributes to be in the range from 0 to 1. Then they are aggregated
with four factors, a, b, g and l. The computation method is as follows:

Review quality score ¼ a�Ru;b þ b�Lu;b þ g�Tu;b þ l�URu

where Ru, b is the rating consistency of the rating score given by a user u to book b; Lu, b

the review length ratio of the review written by user u of book b; Tu, b the time variant
of the date the review by user u of book b was posted; URu the reputation of user
u. a, b, g and l are the weightings of the book review attributes. a, b, g, lA[0, 1],
aþ bþ gþ l¼ 1. The details of Lu, b, Tu, b, Ru, b and URu will be described in the
following.

We try to determine the optimal combination of the parameter weights by testing all
of their combinations. The weights are determined according to the best match with
the human rankings that can be achieved under different combinations of weight
assignments for the analytical data. To find the best weight combination, we tested
various combinations of the a, b, g and l parameters by enumerating their values
systematically in increments of 0.1 ranging from 0 to 1.
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Review length ratio: the book review length ratio is the ratio of the length of a book
review to the longest book review for the same book. In addition, any difference in word
count for book reviews near the top in length should not have a large effect.
For example, if the largest word count is 1,000, then a book review with 950 words and
book review of 980 words do not differ significantly in quality. Moreover, the review
length is dependent on the style used and the language applied; hence, we take the
square root of the previously mentioned length ratio to reduce such effect. A book
review length ratio is calculated as follows:

Lu;b ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

Iu;b

Maxuj
ðIuj;bÞ

s

where Iu, b is the length of the book review written by the book reviewer u about book b.
A higher value of the book review length ratio is more likely to indicate a higher
quality book review. We note that this measure is applied to the reviews of the same
book. The review length may vary for different kinds of book.

Time factor: according to the herd instinct (Avery et al., 1999), the book reviewer
may tend to follow the trend of the previous reviews made by most of the reviewers.
Accordingly, earlier reviews are more influential and are more likely to provide
constructive review comments than later reviews. Hence, the time factor Tu, b is
included in the analysis to accommodate such behavior:

Tu;b ¼ 1� Orderðtu;bÞ � 1

nb

where tu, b is the posting time of the review written by book reviewer u of book b; nb the
total number of book reviews of book b; Order(tu, b) the function that returns the time
sequence of a book review. The review that is posted first has a time sequence of 1.
Accordingly, the most recent book review has the smallest value of time factor,
whereas the earliest book review has the largest one.

We note that later reviews are not necessarily of lower quality; however, it is difficult
to ascertain the “true” quality of reviews. The time order of reviews does somewhat
denote the originality of a review. Most viewpoints of later reviews are reactions to
earlier reviews. Riggs and Wilensky (2001) also mentioned that since many reviewers
may be influenced by earlier reviews, more credit may be given to earlier reviews.
Thus, we give earlier reviews greater weight in regard to quality judgment.

Rating consistency: the closeness between the rating given by the book reviewer for
a specific book and the average value for all the reviews of that book. When
the reviewer’s rating gets closer to the average value, the rating is more consistent.
The rating consistency is computed as follows:

Ru;b ¼ 1� jru;b � rbj
MaxRating �MinRating

where ru, b is the rating given by book reviewer u to book b; rbthe average value of all
the book ratings given by all the book reviewers to book b; MaxRating and MinRating
the maximum and minimum values in the rating field, respectively.
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Rating consistency Ru, b can represent whether the opinion that book reviewer u has
about the book is the same as most of the people. When rbis close to MaxRating,
it means that most of the people have given a high rating to book b. When ru, b gets
closer to rb, book reviewer u takes a view similar to most people. In contrast, when ru, b

get farther away from rb, it means that the book reviewer u has a view that differs from
other people. The higher the values of rating consistency, the higher the quality of the
book reviews.

Reviewer’s reputation: the arithmetic mean of the rating consistencies of all books
that the reviewer has previously reviewed. A user’s reputation URu consists of a user’s
general (overall) reputation URu

o and category reputation, URu
c , i.e. specific reputation

in certain book category c. A user’s reputation URu is computed as follows:

URu ¼ d�URo
u þ ð1� dÞ�URc

u

where parameter dA[0, 1] is used to adjust the relative the weightings of general
reputation and category reputation of users. The computation of a reviewer’s overall
reputation URu

o is as follows:

URo
u ¼ ð1�

1

nu þ 1
Þ�
P

b2Bu
Ru;b

nu

where Bu is the set of all the books reviewed by the book reviewer u; nu the number of
the books reviewed by u; and Ru, b the rating consistency for book reviewer u of book b.

Because different reviewers have different areas of expertise, book categories are
introduced into the computations of reviewers’ reputations. To represent the expertise
of each book reviewer, the reputation of the reviewer in every book category is
computed individually. The computation of the reviewer’s categorical reputation URu

c

is as follows:

URc
u ¼ ð1�

1

nc
u þ 1

Þ�
P

b2Bc
u
Ru;b

nc
u

where Bu
c is set of the books that are reviewed by u and belong to a given category c;

and nu
c the number of the books that belong to the category c and are reviewed by u.

The higher the reputation of a book review’s author, the more acceptable the book
review. To prevent a reviewer with very few reviews being marked as having a good
reputation and a review as high quality, a quantity factor 1� 1

nc
uþ1 will be added into the

computation. When the number of book reviews is higher, the value will be higher; in
contrast, if there is only one book review, then the value is only 0.5. If the value of the
reputation of the book reviewer u is higher, the book review quality of u will be higher too.

5. System implementation and evaluation
We created a web-based prototype system based on the proposed system to
demonstrate its feasibility and effectiveness. The web site is built on the Windows XP
professional operating system. The web site architecture is model-view-controller.
We use a complete Python web application framework called Django to construct this
system. The MySQL database system was selected as a method to store and retrieve
information.
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We performed data abstraction techniques to model the data of book profiles, user
reviews and reviewer profiles for manipulation in our system. These data models are
presented in the Django framework as classes. The model layer of the Django
framework initializes these classes, and then the data are accessed from the database to
retrieve the attributes of the classes. Attributes are finally attached to instances of the
classes. The user interfaces for our system are web pages that are composed of data
models and template pages. The web pages (views) are rendered using the template
layer of the Django framework. Controllers are the set of programming functions and
are implemented to provide operations in our system. For example, book listing by
category, list reviews of a book and show detailed information of a book. One controller
performs one requested operation to manipulate the associated model objects to
produce the information in the required corresponding view. Each view is rendered
from a template with model objects manipulated by a controller.

After the prototype system was implemented, the system needed to collect the book
information. It fetched book information in two steps. First, it retrieved books from a
monthly list of books published. The list contains the book title and a hyperlink to the
book’s profile web page. Therefore, a book’s information can be collected by parsing its
web page profile. We collected data about books in Chinese that were published from
August to November in 2009. About 4,400 books of various types were gathered. We
also collected data about English books belonging to the “literature and fiction”
category of Amazon.com web site published from May to July in 2011. A total of 19,926
book profiles were gathered.

We compared the ranking quality of our approach with three review ranking methods
most frequently applied by online bookstores. The three baseline methods used are
ordering reviews by book rating score, by earlier review date and by later review date.
Since there is no standard result indicating the quality of book reviews, the evaluation is
conducted by asking 13 graduate students to manually judge the quality of book
reviews. The students were asked to read the target books. After reading the target
books, they judge the quality of the book reviews by their own opinions and experiences.
Each of them was requested to rank the book reviews according to the quality of the
review. Some samples are shown in Table I. In the table, the order of columns represents
the quality rank of the review; each row shows a user’s judgment. From the table, we can
see that the user named “Black” considered the 12th book review to be the best. The
human ranking-order of a review is the average of 13 human rankings to the review.

We calculate the MRRtopK measures of various methods by comparing their
ranking results with the human rankings as follows. For each book, we computed the
mean reciprocal rank (MRR) for top-K ranked reviews, namely MRRtopK, to evaluate
the ranking results. Our measure was modified from the MRR measure (Voorhees and
Tice, 1999). For each ranking result derived from our proposed approach, or a
compared method, we selected top-K reviews for evaluation using the MRRtopK
measure. Let Ri denote the i-th ranking-order review derived by a method. Let rank(Ri)
be the human ranking-order of Ri derived from the average of human rankings. The
higher the reciprocal rank of a review (1/rank(Ri)), the better the quality of the review.
Thus, the higher the MRRtopK measure of a method, the better the performance of the
method. The MRRtopK measure is listed as follows:

MRRtopK ¼ 1

K

XK

i¼1

1

rankðRiÞ
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In our experiments, K is set as five; i.e. we selected the top-5 reviews to evaluate the
performance of various methods. To easily understand the MRRtopK measure, we also
calculated the ratio of the MRRtopK measure to the perfect match MRRtopKperfect

measure. The perfect match with human rankings is achieved when the top-K ranked
reviews of a method are also the top-K ranked reviews derived by human rankings:

MRRtopKperfect ¼
1

K

XK

i¼1

1=i

We chose 20 books as the experiment dataset for comparison; each of them had at least
20 book reviews. Our method and the three baseline methods were applied to rank the
book reviews of the 20 books. For each method, we derived the MRRtop5 measure of
each book, and then derived the average MRRtop5 measure of 20 books. The perfect
match MRRtop5perfect value is:

MRRtop5perfect ¼ ð
1

1
þ 1

2
þ 1

3
þ 1

4
þ 1

5
Þ=5 ¼ 0:4567

Our proposed approach derives the predictive quality score of a book review by a linear
combination of the scores of the book review features with parameters to adjust their
respective weightings. The parameters are systematically adjusted to the values that
can result in the highest MRRtopK measure, i.e. best match with the human rankings
of book reviews for the analytical dataset. To find the best weight combination, which
combines the scores of the four book review features, we tested various combinations
of the a, b, g, l and d parameters by enumerating their values systematically in
increments of 0.1 ranging from 0 to 1. The best match is achieved when (a, b, g, l, d)¼
(0.2, 0.1, 0.2, 0.5, 0.3). Therefore, the values of a, b, g, l, d are set at 0.2, 0.1, 0.2, 0.5 and 0.3,
respectively.

As we had obtained the proposed approach with the adjusted parameters, we then
compared the ranking quality of our approach with three review ranking methods
most frequently applied by online bookstores. The results are shown in Table II. In the

Rank
User 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

Divaka r01 r13 r12 r10 r27 r11 r26 r20 r08 r02
Babyblue r12 r27 r01 r13 r10 r11 r26 r24 r08 r15
Black r12 r27 r13 r11 r01 r18 r02 r10 r20 r04
Vicky r01 r13 r27 r12 r11 r18 r20 r02 r19 r15

Table I.
A sample of the rankings
of book reviews of the
book, The Girl with the
Dragon Tattoo

Algorithm MRRtop5 MRRtop5/MRRtop5perfect� 100%

Rank by rating 0.1455 31.85
Rank by earlier review date 0.0747 16.35
Rank by later review date 0.0485 10.63
Rank by review quality score 0.2328 50.99

Table II.
Comparison between the
review quality score
algorithm and baseline
methods
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table, the MRRtop5 and the percentage of perfect match (MRRtop5perfect¼ 0.4567) are
given. A larger value indicated a better result. As the table demonstrates, our proposed
approach of ranking by review quality score has a better result than any of the baseline
methods. It also shows that earlier reviews are better than later reviews.

6. Conclusion and future works
We have proposed an automatic book review recommendation system, which has
solved the problem of searching for book reviews. Users usually have to use a search
engine to find book reviews scattered across different web sites and must filter the
results themselves. The user spends much time and effort searching for and filtering
the information. This time and effort can be greatly reduced by a recommendation
system. We also have proposed a heterogeneous data integration solution, which can
solve many issues, such as increasing the size of a system in light of new information,
and integrating data stored in different ways. Moreover, the issue of data attribute
expansion has also been addressed by our system. Our system has the flexibility of
using the semantic web to perform cross-language data integration, multi-language
recommendations and providing results for complicated semantic queries. To predict
the quality of book reviews, a novel book review quality measurement method is
proposed. It considered three review attributes combined with the reviewers’
reputations to predict the quality of book reviews. Our experiments show that the
proposed review quality measurement method can obtain better prediction quality
than other methods used widely by commercial web sites.

In this paper, we contribute to proposing a novel recommendation system that can
automatically collect heterogeneous book reviews, judge their quality and recommend
quality book reviews to users. There are two aspects to our contribution. First, while
existing studies have investigated various textual and non-textual feature-based
methods and metrics to evaluate the quality of information for different applications,
these studies have not addressed the issue of judging the quality of book reviews. We
contribute to adopting appropriate features for judging the quality of a book review
and proposing a novel systematic approach to derive the predictive quality scores of
book reviews. Second, the current studies did not consider the issue of recommending
items from heterogeneous web sites. We contribute to proposing a novel data structure
to integrate heterogeneous book profiles and book reviews from different web sites.

In the future, we will expand and evaluate this quality measurement equation and
perform a weighting adjustment on the measurement indices so that the system can
recommend book reviews to the user more accurately and effectively. We will also
perform the evaluation with a larger number of books to examine the performance of
our system. Moreover, our current work focusses on recommending quality book
reviews from heterogeneous sources of book reviews for a specific book without
considering users’ personal interests on books. In future work, we will integrate the
techniques of recommender systems such as CF and content-based approach to expand
our system to recommend not only quality book reviews but also books that suit users’
personal interests.
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